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The Wagga Wagga Four Wheel Drive Club (WW4WDC)
was established in January 1978 and is one of the
longest running 4WD clubs in Australia.
Our club is affiliated with Four Wheel Drive NSW & ACT
(the Association of Four Wheel Drive Clubs) and promotes
Tread Lightly and the Code of Ethics of Four Wheel Drive
Australia.
Our clubs Code of Conduct ensures we promote safe and
responsible four wheel driving and a positive approach to
conservation at all times.
Our members have the opportunity to appreciate and
enjoy the outdoors through our many coordinated 4WD
touring adventures, both locally and throughout
Australia, and our regular social activities.
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CLUB SUPPORTERS

Thanks to the following organisations for their
support of our club during the past year

Anaconda
BBQ's Galore
South West Trailers
Tyreworld

Back Page: Blowering Dam; Photo: John Kent
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PRESIDENTS UPDATE
Hi Folks,
Welcome to our June issue of TrackChat; it has been a big
month.
John Kent's Vic High Country Trip down past Jindabyne,
Suggan Buggan, etc. Enjoy this trip report.
Thanks to all who attended and assisted with hosting the
Quarterly meeting of the NSW/ACT Association. Feedback
from the executive regarding our Quarry Training Area was
very positive. We already have enquiries from other Clubs
interested to come back for an activity weekend.
The June Quarry Morning on Sunday 26th has a special
training session on Tyre repair. This includes plug repairs and
tyre replacement on a rim. Many thanks in advance to John
Kent for leading this session.
Another popular Activity coming up is an information session
conducted by Peter van Wel in his workshop to assist
members on 4WD vehicle basics and maintenance. Big Thank
you to Peter for offering this once again. Saturday 9th July.
Apart from Pete's workshop, July is looking pretty light on for
activities. So, if you would like to run a day trip, please reach
out to committee members listed inside the cover. A day trip
to the snow? Out west of Wagga Wagga to surrounding
towns?
Upcoming activities which still have a few spaces left if you
are quick, are the Chainsaw training on September 24/25 and
the Advanced Driver Training on October 22/23.
On the other end of the scale, August is chokkas for events;
starting with a call out for volunteers to assist with a
Bunnings BBQ n Saturday 6th. Please contact Ian Davidson to
advise your preferred shift of 3 hours. If we all pitch in there
is a small amount of event for about $1,000 to the Club. This
will be fundraiser for possible Club Satellite phone or
Emergency locating devices.

Remember… Rule No.1 is to have
fun.
Looking forward to a great 2022.
Yours in 4WDing,
Alan Pottie

After the BBQ, maybe take on a Movie Night at the " Macca's".
Graham and Jan McKenzie are hosting an evening at their
farm...should be a great night!
Check out the Activities this issue!!
Also, later in the year is our Themed dress up and Trivia night
at the Quarry Training Area near Alfredtown.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
JUNE QUARRY MORNING; TYRE REPAIR
Tyre repair and maintenance. John Kent and the DAF's will be conducting a tyre repair workshop at
the QTA. Come along and learn how to do on-the-track repairs.

BUNNINGS BBQ;
Great news! Our Club has again been allocated a spot to operate the Bunnings
Sausage Sizzle BBQ on Saturday 6th August. This is a big fundraiser for the Club,
and with discussions currently under way regarding the purchase of a satellite
phone or other remote area communication device to be included in the Club kit it
couldn't come at a better time. We are looking for 5 volunteers for each of 3 shifts
of 2¾ hours (allowing some overlap as required) - not a big ask!
I expect the shifts will be something like the following:
Morning: 8:30am-11:15am
Lunch: 11:00am-1:45pm
Afternoon: 1:30pm-4:15pm
Activity Coordinator Ian Davidson.
Mob; 0427 262 091
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BLAST FROM THE PAST; Jeff Brill 2002
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BLAST FROM THE PAST; Jeff Brill 2002 ( cont )
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TRIP REPORT; Victorian Exploration; Day 1; THURSDAY May 5; John
Kent
I usually lose people during my trips although Ian Davidson is the new champion
at that. This time, I was losing people before the trip as well as during it. I started
out with 8 “possibles”. That went down to 6 as peoples’ commitments took priority.
Then the night before departure, Scott had to pull out with a sore knee (poor
excuse). Then Ian had a meeting Thursday morning so I started the trip with just
myself leaving Wagga that morning to meet up with Peter Arnold at the excellent
Gone Barney Café in Rosewood for an early morning cuppa. Ian and Susan
Schraenkler were to meet up with us that night in Jindabyne. So ... we were to be a
group of 4 to head off on our adventures for the next 5 or 6 days.
Peter and I had a short drive to Tumbarumba then through the very scenic country
down Tooma Rd road to Khancoban then up to Scammels Spur. Peter had not been
down Major Clews Track so it was into low range for an easy 4WD to Major Clews
Hut, Old Geehi Hut and then across Swampy Plain River to Keebles Hut and then
across the river again to Geehi Hut where we aired up. On the way past Tom
Groggin we stopped off to have a look at the very good camp ground and the
Murray River crossing that leads up to Davies High Plain and the VIC high country.
From there the drive over Dead Horse Gap to Jindabyne was very scenic as always
and enabled us to be in camp mid afternoon at the excellent NRMA Holiday Park
(heated amenities!!) right on the waterfront of Lake Jindabyne. We were expecting
snow and sleet but the weather was great although with a very cool breeze
coming off the lake. Ian and Susan both arrived about 6.30 pm in time for us to
have a leisurely stroll up to the bowling club for a nice dinner. This was the first of
the “good timing” events of the trip (no queue) – we always seemed to arrive at a
spot/get fuel/get coffee etc just ahead of a big mob turning up.
The only problem with our Jindabyne camp was that Peter decided to head home
next day after the cold night got the better of him in his swag. After all, it was
minus 3oC or so. Caution is always a very thing on 4WD trips.
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TRIP REPORT; Victorian Exploration; Day 2; FRIDAY May 6; Ian
Davidson

We awoke bright & early at our waterfront campsite on Lake Jindabyne to a chilly
-3°. The amenities at the caravan park were spotless and heated, the water hot
and plentiful and a well-equipped kitchen area available; we’d be happy to return
there any time! Peter decided to head for home, so the remaining 3 of us set off
around 8:45 am down the Barry Way from Jindabyne towards the Victorian border,
where it becomes Snowy River Rd. Although unsealed after the first 30 or so km,
this road would be OK for 2WD vehicles driven with care, but not for caravans.
After about 45 minutes of lovely rolling green countryside we reached the
boundary of Kosciuszko National Park, and within a few more minutes the Wallace
Craigie Lookout, with spectacular views down the Jacobs River valley. From this
point onwards for many kilometres the scenery was nothing short of amazing;
mountain ranges stretching as far as the eye could see with the Jacobs and then
the once-mighty Snowy River dominating the valley floor. We made many “WOW!”
stops along the way to attempt to capture the sheer magnificence of it with
photos, but really you’d have to travel it yourself to take it all in!
Our next stop was at the Jacobs River Camping Area, close to where the Jacobs
River joins the Snowy. This was the first (and we thought the best) of many good
campsites along the valley. About 80 km from Jindabyne the road diverged from
the Snowy towards Suggan Buggan, where we stopped to look at the historic (and
tiny!) schoolhouse, then had lunch across the river at a pleasant campsite. It was
an easy drive from there to Wulgulmerang, where we turned onto McKillops Road
towards the iconic bridge of the same name over the Snowy, near where it is joined
by the Deddick River.
McKillops Road has been called “the most dangerous road in Australia”, and
certainly 11 km of it is very narrow and winding, with a sheer unprotected drop on
one side and steep slope rising on the other. With very few passing opportunities
we were glad we didn’t experience any oncoming traffic other than a single
motorcyclist. On the way we stopped for a look at a nice waterfall and went for a
walk to take in the views over a spectacular gorge.
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TRIP REPORT; Victorian Exploration; Day 2; FRIDAY May 6; Ian
Davidson
On arriving at the heritage-listed McKillops Bridge we spent some time reading
about the history and importance of the bridge as the only flood-free crossing over
the wild and unpredictable Snowy River between the Monaro Tablelands and
Gippsland when it was built. Being in such a remote location with difficult access,
it has been named as an extraordinary engineering feat of its time and one of the
most spectacular bridges in the world, spanning 255 meters across the valley, high
above the river. 11 days before its official opening in 1934 it was washed away by
a flood significantly higher than any previously recorded.
By 1936 it had been rebuilt, some 5m higher than before. Looking at the valley and
the height of the roadbed now one can hardly imagine how much water would
have been flowing down the Snowy for millennia before the Snowy Mountains
Scheme limited it to about 1.5%, now 21%, of its former flows. In the 2019
bushfires the bridge was the target of a special taskforce who saved it from
possible destruction.
Our Plan A was to camp at the bridge campsite but we found it uninviting, and
although there was a more pleasant site nearby camping wasn’t permitted there
so after consulting a map we decided to proceed to Buchan.
The stunning scenery continued as we approached Buchan, with incredibly green
rolling hills making it a very pleasant drive. Arriving at the Parks Victoria camping
area at Buchan Caves (on the bucket list for a future visit) around sunset we
couldn’t find the campsites allotted for late arrivals but eventually settled on a
nice grassy area with a firepit and set up camp.
After an awesome day’s drive we enjoyed happy hour and dinner then settled
down in the very pleasant surroundings.
Ian
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TRIP REPORT; Victorian Exploration; Day 3; SATURDAY May 7; Susan
Schraenkler
John, Ian and I awoke to the Buchan Autumn Sparkle. This Buchan Caves
Campground is worth a visit as it really is a mini Arboretum with a great variety of
tree species.
Our morning efficiency saw us up and ready before the Rangers arrival. Eventually
we found the late arrival honesty box, paid our camp fees, refuelled and were on
the road again by about 8:30am.
We continued south on the Buchan Road before turning right onto Timbarra Rd
which took us past beautiful green rolling contented cattle country. This lead us to
fork onto Nunnett Rd. Some of the local track names indicated the character
within, such as Seldom Seen Road; (near McKillops Bridge), I read one track name
as; Holy Hell Tk; (it was actually Holy Hall Tk, we passed; Rainbow Tk; as well
as;Last Straw Road; Nunnett took us through magnificent tree stands in; Nunnett
Plain Natural Features and Scenic Reserve; and scenic it was as this had us
stopping for a photo shoot. Nunnett then joined and became Nunniong Rd. Smoko
was on the track at a ‘t; camp area either side of the road with well established
fire-pits.
Probably well suited for horse ride camps as we saw plenty of droppings and
remnants of hay bales. (John and Ian
did make note of our exact smoko location). (Headwaters of Tambo River JK).
Flinns Rd, was a left, then a right onto Bentleys Plain Rd and we arrived at
Moscow Villa Hut.
This hut is certainly more than a hut, as the name suggests a villa with mezzanine
level and worth visiting. The name also has an interesting history coinciding with
its completion in 1942 when the Battle of Moscow was won.
We also checked out Bentley’s Plain Hut with a comfortable camp space. Then
descending on Nunniong, the Washington Winch came into view and a stop was
made. This is a high lead skyline logging system operating like a cable car system
to lower the logs down the valley. The ingenuity of some is amazing!
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TRIP REPORT; Victorian Exploration; Day 3; SATURDAY May 7; Susan
Schraenkler
Onward was to the Great Alpine Road and Omeo, lunch at Livingstone Park and
fuel. Our Omeo departure road was Cassillis then taking the right fork to Birregun
Rd. As we had been on the bitumen for a while around Omeo it was air down time.
Having this job completed we started on our new road only to find a “Closed
Road&quot; sign!
Just then, fortunately, a local heading to the hills with his 3 dogs onboard to
round up his cattle passed by. Ian was able to have a chat and the farmer said a
bridge was damaged and closed, but that 4WDers had been fording the river
without any problems so we continued on that basis.
Onward our adventure continued winding higher and higher. The Dogs Grave was
an interesting stop with a new hut and bush loo. We also noted this as a good
camp area. Birregun Road became higher and higher and narrower and narrower,
passing a single lane orange taped off area, ready for road repairs. Still onward
we passed yet more incredible views with great tracks out to the right hand side.
Soon we came to the down down into the Dargo River area and the river crossing
at Berregun Crossing, with a fabulous bridge…….where was the river we needed to
ford? We then realised the road closure sign must have been for the narrow single
lane sections with the orange tape.
That evening, Mother’s Day Eve, we found a lovely camp at Ollies Jump Up and
proceeded to cook up a roast dinner with dessert, accompanied by John’s
legendary Happy Cream...
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TRIP REPORT; Victorian Exploration; Day 4; SUNDAY May 8; Ian
Davidson
We woke to a nice morning at Ollies Jump Up Campground and were away at 8:15
am. It was a short run into Dargo, taking a quick look at the other campsites
along the Dargo River as we went. Once again we thought Ollies was probably the
best of them.
After the obligatory photo outside the Dargo Pub we fueled up with coffees (timed
it well just ahead of a large group of motorbike riders JK) but thankfully none of us
needed the diesel at $2.45/l, having topped up at Omeo on Saturday. Then it was
the long climb out of the Dargo valley on the Dargo High Plains Rd towards Mt
Hotham. As we approached and the altitude crept up over 1500m a little snow
from the first dump of the season on the previous Friday night remained by the
roadside but was clearly visible between the low clouds on the peaks around us,
so once again we had numerous photo stops. The road was wet in places and
potholey but presented no problems.
By around 11:00 am we reached Mt St Bernard, 9 km from Hotham, and we were
up in the clouds ourselves. After another discussion over the map and considering
the state of the Dargo High Plains Rd just travelled, we decided against the 4WD
tracks of Plan A that would have taken us directly and steeply down to the upper
reaches of the Buckland River but instead to proceed down the Great Alpine Rd to
the very picturesque town of Harrietville showing its autumn colours, where we
had a late smoko, and on to Bright then Porepunkah. There we turned onto
Buckland Valley Rd, again a beautiful drive typical of the NE Victorian river
valleys. We stopped at the Buckland Bridge for lunch; a lovely stretch of the river
where an artist was busily engaged painting the scene before we photo-bombed
her! Once again we read of the history of the valley, this time about the gold
mining that occurred in the 1850’s, with particular reference to the shameful riots
against the Chinese miners of July 1857.
After lunch we continued the drive up the valley, stopping first at the Ah Youngs
Campsite, followed by a quick stop or driveby at the 5 or 6 other official campsites
along the river and finally Beveridges Station campsite, near where the 4WD tracks
from Mt St Bernard would have brought us to. We thought this last, just inside
Alpine National Park, was the least inviting of all, with no facilities whatsoever. All
the other official campsites were provided by Vic Forests and had nearly-new drop
toilets and firepits on large grassy areas. We thought Ah Youngs was the best and
returned there, setting up camp around 3:15 pm. Susan set up her Joolca shower
& John his Joolca shower tent so we could all have a welcome wash. After a very
pleasant evening around the campfire, using up all our remaining firewood, we
called it a night and all slept soundly. We all thought this would be a great base
for a future Club trip, with several notable 4WD tracks close by.
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TRIP REPORT; Victorian Exploration; Day 5; MONDAY May 9; Johnny
the Moocher

After a very nice camp in the Buckland Valley, we meandered back to
Porepunkah, then headed west through Myrtleford before cutting right to
Eldorado to have a look at the incredible engineering feat of the massive floating
mining dredge used to scoop up and process river sands for alluvial tin and gold.
Again, we timed it perfectly because after we arrived in the small car park, a
convoy of 6 or so massive army Hawkei light armoured reconnaissance vehicles
turned up on a training run. The troops were on a course to learn how to drive
and operate these very impressive machines which are built in Bendigo. We had a
great chat with one of their Warrant Officers and got to have a good look inside
one of the high-tech vehicles (“no photos please”).
After morning tea there, Susan cruised off to get back home to Canberra for work
leaving Ian and I to mooch along some back dirt roads to get to Tallangatta. If
you have not been there, it is a very nice town right on Lake Hume.
After lunch and fuel we diverted up to Tallangatta Lookout for great views over
the town and lake. From there we headed north to Old Tallangatta then
followed the very pretty Lake Rd drive which follows the edge of the lake all the
way to Bellbridge and around to Talgarno and the Wymah Ferry (again timing it
right because he was on our side) before heading home on Wymah Rd past The
Great Aussie Resort arriving home about 4.30pm.
I love it when a plan comes together – even if the plan changed numerous times.
Thankyou Peter, Dawdling Davo and Cruisin’ Susan for an excellent tour with easy
4WDriving, spectacular scenery, fantastic camp sites and convivial company. It
was great to explore new country, new roads and tracks, and camp sites. I can’t
believe it has taken me so long to do the trip. I can highly recommend the loop.
John Kent
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SPONSORS

Thank you to our local sponsors for supporting our club and our members.
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TRIP REPORT; TUMUT; Wereboldra/Blowering Dam; Melinda Jennings

Wow what can I say other than what a
great day. It was a great feeling to meet
at the quarry gates with everyone arriving
on time. 14 vehicles turned up for the
activity. Was slightly chilly but everyone
was wide awake and ready to get on the
road for our day trip.
This was my first activity with the club and
I must say the convoy looked fantastic
turning and heading down the highway.
Lucky we all had our radios on as we were
treated to a commentary by John and
Craig. Learnt a lot about the areas and
about the Visy Paper Mill. A couple of
facts were, closes only 2 weeks a year for
maintenance, busies workplace in the
area, no bleaching, soft wood plantation
pin wood and get the wood from the
whole state.
Took a back Road which I haven’t been on
before to get us into Adelong Falls where
we all stopped and had about a half hour
break to take in the sights and have
morning tea. The water was running well
and quite loud; definitely too cold to swim
in though.
We all headed off and made our way to
the bottom of Mt Wereboldra. Pulled up,
air down. A little bit too much air for one
vehicle. 😊
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TRIP REPORT; TUMUT; Wereboldra/Blowering Dam; Melinda Jennings

We all headed off and made our way to
the bottom of Mt Wereboldra. Pulled up,
air down. A little bit too much air for one
vehicle. 😊
Didn’t take long and we slowly making our
way and having a good time with the
slopes. Definitely wouldn’t have been as
easy if it had been in wet weather. One
spot we stopped at we had a beautiful
view of Blowering Dam.
Downwards to gather for lunch at Billa
Park, Wynayard Street, Tumut. Was a
great spot as everyone sat down together,
either on a picnic blanket, bench table,
chairs or just standing. Was a chance to
mingle and chat. We said goodbye to a
Sydney couple who really enjoyed the time
with us.
We all made our way down the highway
and went in and had a look at the dam
wall. Snubba Range Trail was quite easy
but offered some amazing views. The
Arboretum had an eery feel and a major
drop in temperature. Shortly after pulled
up to put tyre pressure in and homewards
bound.
All round a fantastic day and great for the
soul.
As a newcomer felt extremely
welcome and invigorated to partake in
many more trips. Here’s to next time……….
Melinda
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TRIP REPORT; TUMUT; Wereboldra/Blowering Dam; Melinda Jennings
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TRIP REPORT; Mt Blackjack; Steve Chapple and Bronnie
On Saturday morning Scott led 9 vehicles off on
our Mount Black Jack day trip. A quick stop at
the Tumbarumba bakery for morning tea. After
lowering our tyre pressures we hit the fun stuff,
most of the tracks were very drivable with only
a couple of slippery patches that were quite
easy to navigate. Powerline road got a bit
interesting when it started to rain, putting some
drivers and passengers out of their comfort
zone. But well done to everyone for keeping it
safe. Along the way we saw some amazing
scenery and wildlife.
After lunch , we decided to follow a track to see
where it may end up. Well, I thought about
renaming our normally very competent leader
Scotty, to turn around Scotty. We got a bit lost a
few times, but that was all part of the fun. The
track had some hearts pumping and was
fantastic for some of the more novice drivers to
learn a few tricks along the way. The decent on
Powerline Rd was rather steep and the rain
started to make it slippery. Scott gave some
verbal directions to those that weren’t sure of
wheel placement for the safest entry back onto
the main track. It was a great talking point after
everyone made it down.
The driving continued and we found a couple
overhanging branches, trees over the track and
dead ends. The day was fun, and all enjoyed.
The radio communication was great and bit of
banter
made
for
some
entertaining
commentary.
When we stopped to air back up before hitting
the bitumen, everyone said what an enjoyable
day it was, thanks Scott. It was a fun day with a
great group of people!
Thanks
Chappy & Bronnie
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TRIP REPORT; Mt Blackjack; Steve Chapple and Bronnie
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